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Through the analysis and interpretation of dreams and
phantasies we try to understand the tendencies of the uncon-
scious.   When I say (t tendencies of the unconscious" it
sounds almost like a personification of the unconscious; that
is, as if the unconscious were an autonomous factor centred
in itself. But from a scientific point of view the unconscious
is simply a quality of various psychic phenomena.    One
cannot even say what these phenomena are, and whether they
are usually unconscious or not; for anything may be or caa
become unconscious.   Anything you forget, anything from
which you divert your attention until it is forgotten becomes
unconscious. Anything in general that loses a certain energic
intensity becomes subliminal.   When you add to your lost
memories the many subliminal sense perceptions, the many
subliminal and half-subliminal thoughts and feelings, then
you get some idea of the upper'layers of the unconscious.
Such is thet material you have to deal with in practical analysis.
Some of these unconscious contents have the special quality
of being actively repressed by the conscious.    Through a
more or less wilful act of diversion of attention from certain
conscious contents, and through an .active resistance against
them, they are eventually expelled from consciousness.   A
continuous resistant mood of the conscious keeps those
activated contents artificially below the threshold of con-
sciousness.   This particular case is a regular occurrence in
hysteria. It is the beginning of the dissociation of the person-
ality which is one of the conspicuous features of a serious case
of hysteria. Despite the fact that repressions also occur in a
more or less normal mentality, the absolute loss of repressed
memories is pathological evert when it occurs in an otherwise
normal mind.   The repression (or rather suppression as I
would prefer to call it) is in itself a normal process which
we use every day.  Whenever you divert your attention in
order to concentrate it upon another subject, you have to-

